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Let (Q, 7, m) be a finite, nonatomic, separable measure space. This paper 
extends the Radon-Nikodym theorem to odd, disjointly additive, m-con- 
tinuous functionals whose domain consists of all differences of characteristic 
functions which belong to a given subspace of Lm(m). Such a functional will 
possess a density in L’(m) provided that the subspace is weak*-closed and 
separates sets; the conclusion can fail if the latter hypothesis is removed. 
Analogous results are obtained for functionals which are not necessarily odd. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider (Q, T, m), where T is a a-algebra of subsets of Q and m 
is a nonnegative measure on T. If h is a gigned measure on 7 which 
is absolutely continuous with respect to m, the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem provides (under suitable hypotheses on m) a representation 
for h as an indefinite integral with respect to m. In order to relate 
this result to the theorems obtained in the present paper, it is desirable 
to restate it in terms of an odd, disjointly additive functional A 
defined on the family of simple functions 
that is, 
4x, - xv) = NV - W), vxu- XVE-C. (14 
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Then the integral representation deduced above for X as the indefinite 
integral of some function g is equivalent to: 
Now, in the various extensions of the Radon-Nikodym theorem 
which have been developed previously, it has always been assumed 
that the family of sets 7 is a-ring, or at least a pre-ring or a lattice 
[2, 3, 81. It will be seen that, by contrast, the present work provides 
a representation of the form (1.2) for a class of functionals /1 whose 
domains are proper subsets of flT possessing an entirely different 
structure; for instance, the domain 9A is generally not of the form 
gn = 9+ for any family 7’ of subsets of 9. 
Henceforth it will be assumed that m is a finite, nonatomic, 
separable measure. The present paper addresses the following main 
question: 
Given a subspace ..&Y of L”(m), under what circumstances will odd, 
disjointly additive functionals A: bM + R, where 
C?d = {fE&: rangefC{l, -1, O}), 
possess an integral representation of the form (1.2) ? 
(1.3) 
Note that when &? = Lm(m, T) this question reduces to the case 
9* = fl, covered by the standard Radon-Nikodym theorem. A 
similar comment applies to the case J%! = Lm(m, T’) for 7’ a a-sub- 
algebra of 7. On the other hand, there are subspaces &? for which 
it is easy to verify that m-continuity of A does not imply that A 
possesses a representation (1.2). For instance, the subspace 
d-i! = SP{XA 9XL& where the sets A, B in 7 are not m-equivalent and 
A n B has positive measure, provides an example of this phenomenon. 
The stimulus for the present type of Radon-Nikodym theorem 
arose in the study of extension theorems for nonlinear, disjointly 
additive functionals on Banach function spaces. When the domain 
of such a functional is the entire space, a rather complete charac- 
terization and representation theory has been developed in recent 
years [4, 14, 151. H owever, there are applications in which the func- 
tional N, say, is defined only on a subspace J&? of the function space. 
In such cases the availability of a representation of the form (1.2) 
for functionals (1 can lead to a Hahn-Banach type of extension of N 
to the entire function space, hence to a representation result for N. 
Indeed, this approach was the key to a recent representation result 
for disjointly additive mappings on. Sobolev spaces [13], where J&! 
was of a particularly simple type. On the other hand, the present 
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widened formulation of the Radon-Nikodym theorem also seems to 
be of intrinsic interest. It suggests a number of interesting questions, 
both in the real and vector valued cases. 
Our main Radon-Nikodym type result may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let & be a linear subspace of L”(m) such that 
(a) &? is w*-closed; 
(b) &Y separates sets, i.e., for each A E T, m(A) > 0, there exists 
a nonnull func+ion f E =&I such that f IsalA is null. 
Then A: b& -+ R possesses, for some G E Ll(m), the representation 
4.f) = 1 Gf dm, Vf’Eff”HK, (1.4) 
;f and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) A is odd, 
(ii) A is disjointly additive 
4f + d = w> + 49 
whenf,gE:g4,f.g=0, 
(iii) A is m-continuous, i.e., A is continuous with respect to 
convergence in measure. 
Moreover, the function G in (1.4) is unique module the annihilator of 
.44f in Ll(m). 
A similar result holds for even functionals (1. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Js’ be as in Theorem 1.1. Then A: 8x -+ R 
possesses, for some (? E Ll(m), the representation 
A(f) =~~lfldm, VfeS”H, (1.5) 
if and only if conditions (ii), (iii) and 
(i’) A is even, 
hold. Moreover, the function e in (1.5) is essentially unique. 
By combining the above theorems one has the following result as 
a corollary. 
sf30123/3-8 
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THEOREM 1.3. GENERAL REPRESENTATION FORMULA. Let .,k’ be 
as in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and let A: &if + R be disjointly additive 
and m-continuous. Then there exist functions G, (? E Lr(m) such that 
Moreover, e is essentially unique, while G is unique mod&o the annihilator 
of Jl in Ll(m). 
The bulk of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
In Section 2 we show that with every subspace J%’ satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 1.1 one can associate a Lyapunov vector 
measure p such that JZ = (f E L”(m): ssa f dp = O}. This fact plays 
a crucial role at every stage of our proof. In Section 3 we establish 
the uniqueness part of Theorem 1.1 by showing that the span of 8; 
is dense in &? with respect to the L” norm. Sections 4-8 are devoted 
to the proof of the existence of the representation (1.4). This is 
accomplished by showing that (r is linear on &> and, further, pos- 
sesses a linear extension to the subspace &? which is continuous 
with respect to bounded convergence in measure. By employing a 
theorem of Banach and Grothendieck, we then show that this type 
of continuity implies w*- continuity. Finally the proof of the theorem 
is completed by using the Hahn-Banach theorem in order to obtain 
a linear, w*-continuous extension of (1 to the entire space L”(m), 
and then applying the Radon-Nikodym theorem in order to deduce 
the existence of a representation of the form (1.4). The second main 
theorem is proved in Section 9. As we mentioned before, Theorem 1.3 
is an immediate corollary of the preceding two theorems. 
2. SUBSPACES OF L” AND ASSOCIATED LYAPUNOV MEASURES 
Let (Q, T, m) be a measure space as in Section 1. If R is in T we 
denote by 7A the family of T-measurable sets contained in A. The 
characteristic function of a set A is denoted by x,, . Given a function 
f on Q we denote by K(f) the set {t E Q: f (t) # 01. If &! is a subspace 
of L”(m) we denote by M-L its annihilator in L’(m). 
Let X be a Banach space and p: T -+ X a vector valued measure. 
p is said to be a Lyapunov measure’if the range of p on rA is convex 
and closed, for every A in T. The following characterization of 
Lyapunov measures is known ([9] and [ 1 I]; see also [lo]). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. p is a Lyapunov measure ;f and only if for 
every set A in r which is not p-null there exists a real bounded T-mea- 
surable function f such that f is not p-null, K(f) C A and Jo f dp = 0. 
This theorem extends the following result due to Lyapunov [12]. 
If X is f&site dimensional and p is nonatomic then p is a Lyapunov 
measure. 
An important property of Lyapunov measures is expressed in the 
so-called “bang-bang” principle. This property follows directly from 
the definition of Lyapunov measure. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let p be a Lyapunov measure. If f is a r-mea- 
surable function such that 0 <f < 1, then there exists a set A in r 
such that J’of du = p(A). 
Another property of Lyapunov measures which can be derived 
directly from the definition is the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p be a Lyapunov measure and let E be a set 
in T which is not p-null. Then there exists a a-algebra for E, say .Ze , 
and a set function pe: ZE --f R such that 
(i) ZE C 7; 
(ii) F E ZE 3 p(F) = pe(F) p(E) where 0 < pe(F) < 1; 
(iii) (E, Ze , pe) is a separable, nonatomic measure space. 
A u-algebra for E possessing properties (i)-(S) will be called a 
Blackwelt u-algebra for E with respect to CL. This class of a-algebras 
was first considered by Blackwell [l] in the case of finite dimensional 
vector measures. 
We now prove 
LEMMA 2.1. Let d be a subspace of L”(m) satisfying conditions 
(a) and (b) of Th eorem 1.1. Then there exists a vector measure CL: 7 + fl 
such that: 
I. p+ has bounded total variation (which we denote by 1 TV I); 
II. t.~ is absolutely continuous with respect to m; 
III. u is a Lyapunov measure; 
IV. JZ% = {f~ L”‘(m): Jn f dp = O}. 
Proof. Let {a%}? be a secmence in Ll(m) such that Sp{u,J = dl 
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and such that Z:,“=, (1 un IILl(m) < co. Let p be a set function on T 
defined by, 
p(E) = 0, q dm ,..., J^, a, dm ,... ), VE E T. (2-l) 
Clearly p is a vector measure with range in k’l satisfying conditions I 
and II. The fact that IV is valid follows from property (a) of A. 
Finally, property (b) of &Z and Proposition 2.1 imply that p is a 
Lyapunov measure, 
Note that if f~ is a Lyapunov measure on T satisfying conditions I 
and II and if JZ is defined by IV then &? possesses properties (a) 
and (b) of Theorem 1.1. A measure p as in Lemma 2.1 will be called 
a Lyapunov measure associated with A. 
Let p be a Lyapunov measure on T and letf be a simple T measurable 
function, 
f = f aixE, , El ,..., E,, disjoint sets. 
i=l 
Let r be a positive integer. Since p is Lyapunov, for every set Ei 
there exists a partition {E,,, ,..., Ei,,) into sets of equal p-measure, 
(i = I,..., n). Set 
fj = $lQiXt,,i7 j = l,.--, r- (2.2) 
The set of functions (fi ,..., fr) will be called a p-uniform decomposition 
off. 
We conclude this section with the derivation of an additional lemma 
concerning Lyapunov measures. As before X will denote a Banach 
space. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let cc: r + X be a Lyapunov measure. Let g, ,..., g, E 
Ll(m) and define a measure p: r + Rk x X by, 
b(E) = (s,& dw.., j/t d~,p(E)), VI? E 7. (2.3) 
Then fi is a Lyapunov measure. 
Proof. Let A b e a set in G- which is not p-null. We shall show 
that there exists a T-measurable simple function f with K(f) L A 
such that f is not p-null and Jo f dp = 0. Then the conclusion of the 
lemma will follow from Proposition 2.1. 
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First, suppose that A is p-null. Consider the finite dimensional 
vector measure CL*: 7A -+ Rk given by: 
P*(E) = (legal dm,..., iEgk dm), \JE E 7~. (2.4) 
This measure is non-atomic; thus, by [12], it is a Lyapunov measure. 
Therefore there exists a partition of A, say {A,, A,} such that 
p*(A,) = p*(A,). The function h = xA1 - xa, is not p-null (since A 
is not p*-null) and clearly Ja h d,% = 0. 
Next, suppose that A is not p-null. Let Z,, be a Blackwell u-algebra 
for A with respect to p and let pa be defined as in Proposition 2.3. 
Consider the finite dimensional vector measure p**: ZA -+ Rk+l 
defined by: 
CL**w = (P*(B)> PAW VBET*. (2.5) 
Since j.~** is nonatomic, it is a Lyapunov measure. Therefore there 
exists a partition of A, say {A,, A,} such that p**(AJ = p**(A.J. 
The function h = xA1 - xA, is not p-null and clearly Jsa h dp = 0. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. A DENSITY THEOREM FOR M; UNIQUENESS IN THEOREM 1.1 
In this section we derive the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let &! be a subspace of L*(m) satisfying conditions 
(a) and (b) of Th eorem 1.1. Then sp 8;V (= the linear span of &IA) is 
dense ilt J with respect to the L” norm. 
As an immediate consequence we have the following result which 
establishes the uniqueness statement in Theorem 1.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a function in Ll(m) such that 
s 
Gfdm =0 Vf’fE~~. 
.Q (3.1) 
ThenG~u+%?l. 
The proof of the theorem is based on two lemmas. In these we 
shall use the following notations: 
8d = {f E JZ: range(f) c (0, a, b} for some real a, b} 
9, = (f E ..H: f is a simple function} 
et = {f e 9’: f is rational valued}. 
(3.2) 
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LEMMA 3.1. Iff is in 9” then f can be written as a sum of functions 
in ~9~~ . 
Proof. Let p be a Lyapunov measure associated with A?. If g is 
an integrable function we set 
P(g) = J‘, g dcL- (3.3) 
Let f be a function in 9if , 
(3.4) 
where El ,..., E, are disjoint; 0~~ ,..., ollz are nonzero real numbers; 
xE, is the characteristic function of Ei . Then, 
a(f) = $ W(J%) = 0. (3.5) 
Suppose that (p(EJ}: ’ is a basis for sp&(E,)},“. Let 
144) = i w@i), j = k + I,..., 12, (3.6) 
i=l 
and let I be an integer such that 
(3.7) 
Let {& ,-.., Ei,,) be a partition of ES into sets of equal p-measure, 
(i = l,..., A). Set 
fv = i %XEd,, > (v = l,..., 7). 
=l 
(3.8) 
Clearly f,, belongs to 9” (v = I,..., r). In the remaining part of the 
proof we keep v fixed and we show that fv can be written as a sum of 
functions in #A . 
Let (~i.Jjn,k+~ be a family of disjoint subsets of E4\E+ such that 
dFs,j) = (I u5.j l/r) drS,), (i = l,...,k). WY 
The existence of such families of sets follows from the fact that p is 
a Lyapunov measure and that Y satisfies (3.7). Set 
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By (3.6) and (3.9), 
k 
$ C (sign 4 XF,,, = (l/r) t~(&Ei)~ j = h + I,..., 71. 
id 
Thus J,, is in Y& and fv - 3” belongs to sp 8-i . It remains to be 
shown that 3” can be written as a sum of functions in 8-A . Let 
j=k+l 
Then 3” = C:gz and &(g,) is parallel to p(&). Since fl(&) = 0 and 
{p(,?$)}t is linearly independent, it follows that fi(gi) = 0, i = l,..., k. 
We conclude the proof by showing that gi can be written as a sum 
of disjoint functions in &A . 
Let h be a function in 5J’$ such that h = & &xB, , where B, ,..., B, 
are disjoint subsets of a set B such that p(B,) = pip(B) (0 < pj < l), 
j = l,..., s. Assume also that /J1 ,..., /3, are distinct. Note that each of 
the functions g, is of the form described above. Set di = I& / pj and 
let di, = min(d, ,..., d,}. If &, > 0 let djs = min(dj: & < 0); if 
pj, < 0 let dj, = min{dj: & > 0). Let C be a subset of Br, such that 
I flj, I p(BjJ = I Bj, I p(C)- The function ~1 = Bj,XBil + Bj,xc is in 
&A and the function h, = h - u1 has the same properties as h. 
However h, attains at most s - 1 distinct values different from zero. 
Hence, by induction, h can be written as a sum of disjoint functions 
in &A . This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Iff is in .Y’st then f belongs to sp &A . 
Proof. An examination of the proof of the previous lemma shows 
that if f is in Y St then f can be written as a sum of rational valued 
functions in r?& . Clearly an integer valued function in ri$ can be 
written as a sum of functions in &d . Hence the required result. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let f be a function in k’ and let {f,) be 
a sequence of rationa valued simple functions converging to f in 
the L” norm. Let t, be a rational number such that 
Ilf-fnllL.%, G r?a < 2Ilf-ff,IlLYm) 9 n = 1, 2,... . 
By Proposition 2.2, there exists a measurable function h, = 
Y,(x~, - xv,,) such that P(h,) = $(f - f,) = -$(f,), n = 1,2,... . 
Thus Cr, + h,) is a sequence in Yzt which converges to f in the 
L” norm. This shows that Yzt is dense in .M and the proof is com- 
pleted by Lemma 3.2. 
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4. LINEARITY OF A; A PARTICULAR CASE 
The first step in our derivation of Theorem 1.1 is to show that 
the functional A is linear on gK. In order to prove this result we 
need two lemmas. The first of these gives an algebraic property of 
disjointly additive functionals. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let .&? be as in Theorem 1.1 and let N be a disjointly 
additive odd functional on Sp, . If f, g, h are simple functions such that 
K(f )Y K(g), K(h) are disjoint and f - g and f - h belong to YA then 
iv(f-g) =N(f-b)-N(g--h). (4-J) 
The same statement holds if YM is replaced by &A . In fact, in this 
case (4.1) is valid even ;f K(f) n K(g) # ia. 
Proof. Let p be a Lyapunov measure associated with J%. Let 
{fi jfih ig, p g& {h, y hJ be P -uniform decompositions of f, g, h 
respectively. Then, 
w - d = wl - a> + xf2 - &I + Pvl - 42) + Wh, - WI. 
The term in brackets vanishes because N is odd. Thus, 
Wf - g) = W, - M + W, - gd + Wf, - h,) + Wh, - gz) 
=N(f-h)+N(h-g) =N(f-h)-iyg-h). 
The last statement of the lemma is easily verified. 
The second lemma gives the linearity of (1 in a particular case. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let I denote the unit interval [0, l] and let (I, 7, m) 
be the Lebesgue measure space on I. Let J% be the space of bounded 
measurable functions of mean zero with respect to m. Thus, 
&A = (xv - xv: U, VET and m(U) = m(V)). 
Let A satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 with respect to the measure 
m and the space A de$ned above. Then A is linear on c?& . 
Proof. Let fO = cIfi + -0. + c, fn be a linear combination of 
non-null functions in &?$ such that fO belongs to G?> . We have to 
show that 
NJ = i uw (4.2) 
1 
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First we shall assume that the measure of the set D = (J: K(&) is 
not larger than a. 
Let fs = xv,.1 - xc,,-, where U,,i A U,,-r = 0, and set Ui,, = 
I\K(f,), i = l,..., n. Let Q be the set of multi-indices {a = (ai ,..., a,): 
cyI ,..., an taking the values 0, 1, or -1 and 01 # (0 ,..., 0)). For CY in Q 
we denote 
w, = 6 qai , m(W,) = ua . (4.3) 
i=l 
Thus we have, 
u&j = u wa (j = 0, 1, -1; i = I,..., n) 
fi = C oCi)(w, (i = l,...,n), h = ;a (g w) xw, * (4.4) 
aec? 
Since J,& dm = 0, it follows that {am},,, is a solution of the following 
system of homogeneous equations, 
zQ aixa = 0, i = l,..., n. (4.5) 
In view of the fact that this is a system of equations with rational 
coefficients, it follows that the rational solutions of (4.5), i.e., the 
solutions {x,},~~ with X, rational for all 01, are dense in the set of all 
solutions of (4.5). Therefore given a positive E, there exists a rational 
solution {rol,~~orso such that I a, - Y,,~ I < E, for all 01 in Q. Select E 
sufficiently small so that E card(Q) = ~(3~ - 1) < 4. Let D’ be a 
subset of I\0 such that m(U) = 1. Then we associate with each set 
W, a set SEE with the following properties. If r,,, < a, then S,e _C IV, 
and nz(Saf) = Y,,, . If a, < r,,, then Sac = IV, u IV, where W,’ C D’ 
and ~z(S,~) = r,,, . Moreover, we assume that the sets (War: CY EQ, 
T,,, > a,} are disjoint. Thus (S,E}ar.o is a family of disjoint sets. 
Next, we define 
fi’ = 2 %XSmf Y i=l n >***I 
OEQ 
(4.6) 
Clearlyfsc belongs to &A and, in view of (4.4), fib --f fi in measure as 
e--t 0, i = O,..., n. Therefore, because of the continuity of A, it is 
sufficient to show that 
4fd) = i 4(fif). (4.7) 
i-l 
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Let S be a positive number such that for all (Y E Q rJ8 is an integer. 
Let {F,,, ,..., Fu,ya} be a partition of 2&e into sets of measure 6. Consider 
the family of sets {F,,,: 1 < j < V, , 01 E Q2). To simplify the notation 
we denote the sets belonging to this family by VI ,..., VP . Thus, 
by (46 
fi” = 2 &jXVj (i = o,..., n) 
j=l 
(4.8) 
t%.* = i ciSi.j (j = l,...,P) 
i=l 
where fltsi = ai when V, C SEE. 
For every fixed i let {Vi, ,..., V,,) be a rearrangement of {VI ,..., V,} 
such that fi”(Via) = 1 for 4 = l,..., ni ; fif(Vdo) = -1 for q = 
ni + L..., 25 ; fl(Va,) = 0 for q = 2n, + l,..., p. (Since the sets 
V r ,..., V, are disjoint and have equal measure it is clear that the 
number of those sets on which f6c = 1 is equal to the number on 
which fsf = - 1.) By disjoint additivity of A we have, 
4f8 = 2 4xv,, - XVJ 
q=l 
rl'=P+lz[ 
(i = o,..., n). (4.9) 
Let D” = I\(D u D’). By assumption, m(W) > 4 > 6. Let T 
be a subset of D” such that m(T) = 6. By Lemma 4.1 
4x v, - xv,,) = Jxv, - XT> - 4x,, - XT) 
for j, j’ = l,..., p. Hence by (4.8) and (4.9), 
4ft) = i Bi,AXV, - XT), (i = o,..., n). (4.10) 
j=l 
Finally (4.8) and (4.10) imply (4.7). 
Now, suppose that m(D) > &. Then let {W,l,..., Wo4] be a partition 
of W, (as defined in (4.3)) into sets of equal measure and set 
fl = aFo %XW,’ 3 i = I,..., 71 
(4.11) 
fo” = 2 CdfiVt v = l,..., 4. 
i=l 
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Since m(UL K(f;)) d B we have, by the previous part of the proof, 
A(f$) = f 4(fiv)9 ” = l,...,n. 
i=l 
(4.12) 
In view of the disjoint additivity of A, (4.12) implies (4.2). This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
5. LINEARITY OF A; THE GENERAL CASE 
We are now in a position to prove, 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Af and A be as in Theorem 1.1. Then A is linear. 
Proof. Let f. = g =r csfi be a linear combination of functions 
in &A such that f. belongs to &A . We have to show that 
Let the sets EJ’~,~ (i = l,..., n;j = 0, 1, - 1) and IV, (a EQ) be 
defined as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Let Q’ be a subset of Q such 
that &( WJ: (Y EQ’) is a maximal linear independent subset of 
&( WJ: cy E Q). (Here, as before, ~1 is a Lyapunov measure associated 
with A.) Let 
PL(K) = c L3cL(%)~ Va E Q\Q’. (54 
BEQ’ 
Pick an integer r such that, 
(5.3) 
Split each set IV, into I sets of equal TV measure W=l,..., W,?, and set 
f2 = ;Qa*xwaj, (a = l,*.*,n;j = l)..., Y) 
(5.4) 
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In view of the disjoint additivity of A we have, 
4fi) = i 4fA (i = o,..., n). 
j=l 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that, 
4.m = i ww), (j = I,..., Y). (5.5) 
i=l 
In the remainder of the proof we shall keep j fixed. 
Let /3 be in Q’ and let Z0 be a Blackwell u-algebra for W, . Further 
let lWOI,6)~~~ be a family of disjoint sets belonging to & such that 
PtK.6) = (I L3 I/y) CLwf?); w,,, = w,j. (5.6) 
The existence of such a disjoint family of sets follows from (5.3). 
Set 
h, = C (sign h.6) XW,,~ , Va:EQ. (5.7) 
b-0’ 
In view of (5.2), fi(h,) = I”( Wai) f or all 01. Also, the family of functions 
(hd}ueo is disjoint, i.e., (K(/z~)}.~~ is a family of disjoint sets. 
Set 
fl = c CQh, (i = l,..., n) 
a~0 
(5.8) 
foj = C (t QCQ) h, . 
me0 1 
By (5.4) and (5.7), fij belongs to 6’> (; = 0 ,..., n; j = l,..., Y). Now, 
by (5.4) and (5.8), 
fij --ftj = 1 +(xw,j - h,), (i = l,..., n) 
U~c?\O’ 
since hs = xW,j for /I E Q’. The functions xWaj - h2, (a E Q\Q’) are 
disjoint and they belong to S, . Thus, using properties (i) and (ii) 
of A, 
A(f,j -fi) = C agl(x~a~ - h,), (i = l,..., n). 
aeo 0’ \ 
Similarly, we obtain 
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From the last two equations we get 
A(foj - J,j) = i c,A(f,j 
i=l 
Note that 
fi = gi t-gi'; fij = g, + g;, 
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- &j). (5.9) 
(i = o,..., n) 
where 
Thus K(g,), K(g,‘) and K(gi) are disjoint. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, 
A(f,j 4) = A@,' -g;> = JqRi' +gl)- 47; +g,>, (i = o,..., n). 
(5.10) 
From (5.9) and (5.10) we get, 
A(fa’) - f cJ(f,q = A(Q) - i CjA(fij). (5.11) 
id i=l 
We shall complete the proof by showing that the right-hand side 
of (5.11) is equal to zero. As we shall see, the construction of the 
functions & allows us to reduce the proof of this fact to the one- 
dimensional case discussed in Lemma 4.2. 
Let 
where gi,B = jijxW, (i = 0 ,..., n). (5.12) 
Note that gi,a is ZD measurable and its range is contained in (0, 1, - 1). 
Also the set of vectors $(gi,B))B,o, is linearly independent. Since 
@(#) = 0, it follows that p(g& = 0 for every /3 in Q’. By the same 
argument we have also, 
g0.s = t C&i.B > Q/3 E Q’. (5.13) 
i=l 
Now consider the measure space (IV,, Z8 , pB) where pB is defined by 
P(E) = /?3w PWS), \dEE‘ZB. (5.14) 
This measure space is isomorphic, modulo null sets, to the Lebesgue 
measure space of the interval [0, I], [7]. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, 
5W23/3-9 
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the restriction of A to the space {f~ b,: K(f) C IV, , f / wg is ZO-mea- 
surable} is linear. Thus, (5.13) implies that 
In view of the disjoint additivity of A, (5.12) and (5.15) imply 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
6. CONTINUITY IN MEASURE OF THE LINEAR EXTENSION OF II 
Let A%’ and A be as in Theorem 1.1. Then, in view of Lemma 5.1, 
A possesses a linear extension to sp && . In this section we show 
that the above extension of A is continuous with respect to bounded 
convergence in measure. First we introduce some notations. Let 
d denote a translation invariant metric onL”(m) which generates the 
topology of convergence in measure. It will be convenient to refer 
to a specific metric of this type. We pick the metric given by 
d(f, g) = g(f - g) where, 
u(f) = g (6 + m{t E J-2: If(t)1 > @, VfELqn). (6.1) 
We shall denote by BM , M > 0, the L” ball (f E L”(m): ilfjlLm ,< M). 
We define also the following quantities related to A 
(6.2) 
We note that the properties of A imply that it is bounded on ~7~. 
Indeed, given a positive So there exists a positive E such that 8(e) < 6, . 
Now, let h be an arbitrary function in ~9~ and let Y be a positive 
integer such that rn(Q)/~ < E. Let p be a Lyapunov measure associated 
with A and set p = (nz, p). By Lemma 2.2 p is Lyapunov. Let 
{h ,***, h,} be a b-uniform decomposition of h. Then m(K(Q) < E 
and so CT(&) < E for i = I,..., r. Thus, / A(&)/ < 6,. By disjoint 
additivity, 1 A(h)/ < r8, . 
We state now the continuity result mentioned above. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let A? and A be as in Theorem 1.1 and let A, be the 
linear extension of A to sp bA . Then A, is continuous with respect to 
bounded convergence in measure. More precisely, 
sup{1 4f)l:f~ (SP 8,) n BM, df> < 4 G lb+, Ml 63) 
where 
Y(% M) = cj~Jmw + 24q242 + m(Q>/a)>>, (E, M > O), (6.4) _ 
with C and 6 as in (6.2). 
Proof. First we shall consider functions in P$. We recall that 
Y’$ is contained in sp E”> (Lemma 3.2). 
Let M and E be positive numbers, with E < M, and let f be a 
function in 9st n B, such that u(f) < E. We write f in the form 
f = 2 OljXEj 
i-l 
where E, ,..., E, are disjoint sets and 01~ ,..., OL, are different from 
zero. Let (Ejl, Ej2} be a partition of Ei such that 
PW) = A-v)9 m(E,l) = rn(Ej2), F-5) 
where p is a Lyapunov measure associated with A’. The existence 
of such a partition follows from Lemma 2.2. Set 
fi = i q&j’ (i = 1,2). (6.6) 
j=l 
Now, select a rational number a in (E, M] and suppose that [ olj [ < a 
for j = I,..., G and 1 aj / > a for j = G + l,..., n. Set 
t 
9 = c ‘%xEi > # = f %XEi 
1 t+1 
c (6.7) 
‘& = c a$.xEji I #i = jfl ‘%xE, (i = 1, 2). 
1 
Our aim is to show that, 
I 4Wl G 6rW M/2), (i = 1, 2). (6.8) 
But first we prove that (6.3) follows from (6.8). In view of the 
linearity of A, , (6.8) implies that 
I 4f>l < W4, M/2). (6.9) 
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In general, suppose that f E sp BA n B, and n(f) < E. Let 
f = z=l cihi 9 hi E 8A * Select rational numbers ci,% (i = l,..., V; 
n = 1, 2 ,...) such that limn+a ci,% = ci and set f, = &, ci,%hi .
Then, for sufficiently large n, fn E 9”‘:: r\l BgM and a(f,J < 2~. Thus, 
by (6% 
I -wn)l ,< W% w, 
for sufficiently large n. However, 
Thus, 
I -w)l G 134% w. 
We proceed now with the proof of inequality (6.8). For j = I,..., 8 
let Fj2 be a subset of Ej2 such that 
PPiz) = (I a5 I/4 Pm2>, PZ(F,~) = (I a5 I/u) m(Ei2), (j = l,..., t). (6.10) 
Set 
t 
h = a C sjxF,z where sj = sign ai . (6.11) 
id 
Then h has the following properties: 
(b) iW = &w(E,~) = $6~2) = Ph) 
1 
(4 Wh) = @92) = w?%) 
(6.12) 
(4 II h lldtmj = $ um(F,2) = i I a5 I w52) = II 932 IIQLrn) = II 91 ll~qm)’ 
1 
Forj = / + I,..., n, let Fj2 be a subset of Ej2 such that 
clP5’) = (I a5 IIWPW)~ f4F52) = (I a5 I/W W5’), 
(j = 6’+ I,..., v) (6.13) 
where M’ is a rational number in (M, 2M]. Set 
where sj = sign aj . (6.14) 
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Then g satisfies condition (6.12) with vs replaced by & : 
(4 Q!) c W2) 
(b) P(g) = PM2> = iwl) 
(4 %> = +w,> = fwJ1) 
(4 II g IILI(~) = II $2 IIL~~m~ = II $1 llL~~m~ . 
We note also that h and g are rational valued. 
We have, 
fl = (P1+ $1 = h - w + (~1 -d + (h +g>* 
(6.15) 
The functions or - h, #i - g and h + g are each in 92’ and hence 
in sp &A . Therefore, by the linearity of A, we have, 
4fJ = MJI - 4 + 4(91 - d + 4th + 8). (6.16) 
We shall estimate separately each of the three terms on the right- 
hand side of (6.16). 
We start with the estimate of A1(vl - h). We have, 
v1- h = i $(I% Ixq - uXFje) = (l/d i %@&E; - rxF:) 
j=l j=l 
where V, r, ri are integers, rj < + for j = I,..., 6 and, by (6.10) 
P(F52) = (rrlr) PWh (j = 1,...,e>. 
(It will be convenient to take v as the common denominator of 
1 01~ I,..., 1 01, /, a, M’.) In view of the above equality we can select 
subsets of Ejl, say Ei,r ,..., Ej,, , such that p(Ej,() = ~(5’~~) for 
j = I,..., I and i = I,..., T and such that xi=, xE, i = r&&l . This 
can be done by taking a partition of Ejl into r sets of-equal p-measure 
and defining the sets Ej,i as appropriate unions of rj sets from the 
partition. It follows that, 
rjxE,’ - rxFjz = i (XE~,~ - XQ). 
i-l 
Let P+ = {j: 1 <j < 8, sj = l}, P- = {j: 1 < j < 8, sj = -I>. 
Then, 
‘PI - h = ,F& (lb’) 2;l bi,i - XFjp) - ,& (lb’) +zl h,,, - XF?) 
= WV) ii 
i=l 
Kx,, + - xJJ+.) - (Xq - x,-l1 
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where 
Ai+ = u Ej,i ) B+ = u Fj”, 
jPP+ jEP+ 
and Ai-, B- are similarly defined with P+ replaced by p-. Now, 
xA$+ - XE+ and xAi- - XB- belong to &A, (i = I,..., r). Therefore, 
l4Pl - h)l e (l/4 i (I aXA,+ - XBC)I + 14x,*- - xJ> 
i=l 
< (2r/v)C = 2aC. (6.17) 
Next we estimate .4r(& - g). We have 
where v, 9, rj are integers. As before, we obtain 
?h - g = U/v) i Kx,+ - xD+) - (xc,- - XD-)I i=l 
where xc,+ - x0+ and xc,- - xD- belong to &i and C$+, D+, C,-, D- 
are subsets of K(#). On K(#) we have I$1 >, a > E and u(#) < E. 
Thus nz(K($)) < E. H ence, U&c,+ - x0+) < E and c&,- - Xo-) < E. 
Therefore, 
I 44 - dl < cw4 w = 2wq4. (6.18) 
Finally we estimate cl,(h + g). Collecting terms with coefficients of 
like sign we have 
h = (+%Xs, - XTJ? S,nT,= m, 
g = W)(xs, - XrJ, S, n T, = izr 
where a = r/v and M’ = q/v. Thus r < q. Recall that 
W) c mJz)t K(g) c ~oh>7 iw + iw = 0, +2(h) + B(g) = 0. 
Let S,,, ,..., S,,, be subsets of 23, of equal p measure, such that 
I& xs, f = rxs, . Let Tl,, ,... , Tl,* be defined in the same way with 
S, replaced by Tr . Set h, = xs,,, - xTI,( , i = l,..., q. Then, 
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and each of the terms under the summation sign belongs to 8,. 
Thus, 
IA@ fdl G (4/d SUP l4b + (xs, - XTJ)I. (6.19) 
i=l,...,rl 
Now, S, , T, C K(&,J and m(K(&)) < E. Therefore, 
(6.20) 
Further S,,, C S1 and TiB1 C TI so that 
4) = 44 1 U Ti I) G 4% U TJ = U/4 II h IILqm) = (l/4 II ~1 lILqm) 
(6.21) 
(by (6.12)), i = l,..., 4. But U(CJJ~) < E and 1 v’l 1 < a. Therefore 
(I q1 IILqm) < E(U + m(Q)). Hence, by (6.19), (6.20), (6.21) we get 
I 4(h +g)l B M’S@ + em(Q)/4 (6.22) 
In summation, (6.16), (6.17), (6.18) and (6.22) imply that 
I 4(fi>l < 2aC + 2M’s(c) + M’ a(26 + m(.Q)/u) 
(6.23) 
< 6(aC + M S(2e + l m(Q)/a)). 
Since this inequality holds for every a in the interval (E, M] we get 
(6.8). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
7. A RELATION BETWEEN CONTINUITY IN MEASURE AND 
W*-CONTINUITY 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1 .l we need one more 
auxiliary result. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A? be a w*-closed subspace of L”(m) and let A 
be a linear functional on A%‘. Suppose that A is bm-continuous, i.e., 
continuous with respect to convergence in measure of uniformly bounded 
sequences. Then A is w*-continuous. 
Proof. First we show that n is sequentially w*-continuous. Let 
{u,J be a w*-convergent sequence in M and denote its limit by u. 
By the uniform boundedness principle, (u,} is bounded in L” norm. 
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Considering (~3 as a sequence in L2(m), it is weakly convergent to u. 
Hence, there exists a subsequence (nn$ such that 
strongly in L2(m). 
Thus (Q} converges in measure to U. Since {nn} is a uniformly bounded 
sequence, so is the sequence (wk). In view of the bm-continuity of A 
we have, 
(1(vk) --+ ‘d(u). 
Now, suppose that {Am} does not converge to A(u). Then 
there exists a positive E and a subsequence (A(u~~)) such that 
1 (l(nn*) - /l(u)/ > E for all n’. We may assume that actually 
A(u,~) - A(U) > E for all n’. By the previous argument, there exists 
a subsequence of this, say {A(u~,~)) such that 
On the other hand, 
Thus, we have a contradiction. 
Now, the Banach-Grothendieck Theorem ([5, 61) implies that a 
linear sequentially w*-continuous functional on A is w*-continuous. 
It is sufficient to note that A’ is isomorphic, and in fact isometric, 
with the dual of Ll(m)/Jll and that the weak topology o(..M,U/Al) 
(where A is identified with the dual of U/Al) is the same as the 
topology induced on A! by the w*-topology of L”(m), i.e., u(L”, L1). 
Then the required result follows from a corollary of the Banach- 
Grothendieck theorem (see, e.g., [5, pp. 513-5141). 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
By Lemmas 5.1 and 6.1, A possesses a bm-continuous linear 
extension to sp 8~ . In fact this extension, which we denote by A, , 
is uniformly bm-continuous (see (6.3)). By Theorem 3.1, sp rS’.,r is 
dense in A with respect to L” norm. Therefore A possesses a bm- 
continuous linear extension to A’. Indeed, if f E A and {f,> is a 
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sequence in sp 8& converging to f in L" norm then, by Lemma 6.1, 
(AI( is a Cauchy sequence. Set, 
Again by Lemma 6.1 it is clear that the value of AZ(f) is independent 
of the choice of the approximating sequence (fn>. The linearity of 
(ri on sp gu implies the linearity of /1, on A. Finally, if f E A n BM 
and u(f) < E then by (8.1) and (6.3) we get, 
I4(f)l < 12Y(k 2M), (8.2) 
with y as in (6.4). Thus (1, is bm-continuous. 
Finally, by Theorem 7.1, A, is w*-continuous on M. Hence, by 
the Hahn-Banach theorem, A, possesses a linear w*-continuous 
extension to L"(m). Denote this extension by II,. By the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem, there exists a function G in Ll(m) such that, 
4(f) = s, Gf dm, Vf ELqtl). (8.3) 
In particular G satisfies (1.2). The uniqueness of G modulo”&‘-L 
follows from Corollary 3.2. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Let ,.L be a Lyapunov measure associated with &‘. Let V be a set 
in 7 and let {V1 , V,> and (Vi’, I’,‘) be two partitions of V into sets 
of equal p-measure. We claim that 
Set Wi,i = Vi n V,’ (i, j = 1, 2). Then, 
Hence, 
and Vj’ = Wl,j U W2.j . 
Therefore, 
(9.2) 
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By the disjoint additivity of A and (9.2) we obtain, 
Ah - xd = 4Xw,,, - xw,,,) 4 &v,,, - xw,,,) 
4xv,* - Xb’) = A(xw,,, - xw,,,) + 4m, 1 - xw, ,). 
In view of the fact that A is even, the last two equalities yield (9.1). 
Let A, be a set function on 7 defined by, 
44v = 4xv, - xv,) (9.3) 
where (V, , F’a} is a p-uniform decomposition of V. In view of (9.1), 
the value of A,(V) does not depend on the choice of the decomposition 
(Vr , F’s}. The disjoint additivity and continuity of A imply that A, 
is a measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to m. Thus 
the conclusion of the theorem follows from the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem. 
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